Differences in radiosensitivity between brain, small and large arteriovenous malformations. A tentative explanation of the incongruent results of radiotherapy.
Intriguing differences in the results of brain arteriovenous malformation (AVM) therapy with ionizing radiation are reported in the literature, i.e. AVMs obliterate at different time intervals from the initiation of radiotherapy although presenting with similar nidus volumes that are treated with the same radiation dose. The purpose of this paper is to present a new concept that explains the variety of results after radiotherapy. To account for an individual AVM's responsiveness to radiotherapy, four variables have been identified from the literature. The variables are factors that are generally accepted to influence the biological effect of radiation. Combined, they can visualize a variety of AVM tissues as well as surrounding normal brain. These hypothesized variations in the type of tissues are then matched with the incongruent results of radiotherapy in order to clarify the issue. Future clinical research programs and possible therapeutical implications of this concept are proposed and discussed.